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Message from the Grandmothers:
Greetings Dear Ones:
Even though it is the time when most of you are resting within the Medicine of Bear, huddled within
your caves of introspect, we still are forever with you, hovering over, around and through you.
For those that use the Medicine of the Mugwort under your pillows we automatically know your
request. In your Dream Times our messages seep deep within the memory canals of your thoughts.
Trust the knowledge that is given to you for we are teaching those that leave their offerings how to
open the portholes to the Divine. We ask that you always stay within a prepared state of mind to be
taught, as our time is not the same as yours.
We stand with you to protect your future and always give credit to the things that remain with you from
your past. As we know this we know you and your deepest dreams.

Know your ceremonies and bring them forth. They are coming from our highest of ancient ones. We
have cleared the way to those that are ready to accept and continue their teachings.
As we tap into the ancient traditions we re-new the purest of intentions and the strongest of energies
available to all that will listen and follow through, for and by Spirit.
We have touched your hearts as you have opened your hearts to us. It is though us that connect the
relationship to our Mother Earth. You are the conduit between the core of the Divine to the Core of our
Mother. As you step within that core you become one with the roots of the Great Peace Tree. The
wisdom is endless.
The Ancient Ones are coming to you because we Grandmothers can reach you more clearly. It is the
times of healing and cleansing. You are being given a vast amount of information and tools in order to
tap into these healing sources. We do not want to overwhelm you. That is why your network
connections and circles are so important. Pay attention to the tiniest of signs. Do not leave a leaf nor
stone unturned.
You are stepping into the 5th dimension, where you leave behind sense of body and enlighten yourselves
to the senses of Spirit. These are times of devastation and holy times, it is your choice which way to go.
Each one of us will receive a piece of information that needs to be shared will those that know why we
are feeling these changes and are willing to listen. There is no time to be wasted this information is
being given in huge segments of teachings. Your Circles are necessary you must keep them growing
around the World to remain solid in our connections.
AHO

A letter from our Sister Anyah
Dear Grandmother Whitedeer,
Don't know how this will help, but feel led to offer, one of the music cd's I produced called "Immaculate Waters",
that was produced in 2002 is specific for healing using prayers for forgiveness, and cleansing. There is a lot of
water sounds and nature sounds throughout.
The music was made when I went through a healing and spirit helped me through the death process and crossed
that threshold and now am on the 9th music cd still alive and more focused on the real work/purpose for even being
on this planet.
Each music cd produced between the years of 1998-2009 is for some aspect of healing and balancing the chakras
and masculine/feminine energies.
I was a former "grandmother speaks" host for 3 years and held groups at a sacred site and gave empowerments for
the grandmother's work, so through that opening was connected with you all.
I'd like to donate 100 of these music cd's to support the work. You can use these for fund raising.
To let you know, these music cd's are recorded with the 528 hz, which is harmonious to the system, and is
converted back into analogue another helpful tool to balance the chakras. Each song on each album individually is
helpful to balance the chakra, and then when the whole music cd is listened to with intent for deep meditation is for
even another level of balancing the chakra system. There are prayers of different sacred languages
Please think about it, and let me know if it can help. Much love and many blessings, Anyah

We have these along with several others now to
distribute for our Fundraising Venture for our cause……e-mail
Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer whitebuffalowoman@msn.com

Check out or Store…we have

added some great items on our on-line outlet….. www.waterblessings.org
http://www.andiesisle.com/creation/magnificent.html Please look at this wonderful message and
song……it is well worth your time!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VM0Z75KEd_o&feature=related
Let us learn this and hold it close to our hearts…Imagine John Lennon

We're grateful for you. Without your help, we could not bring life's most basic
necessities to those in Uganda, Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya, Honduras,
Bangladesh, India, and Haiti.
This year, we reached more than 238,000 people with sustainable access to
safe water and sanitation. Next year, we are striving to reach even more
people and a total of one million people during our 21 year history.
Thank you for working with us to achieve universal access to clean water
and the dignity of a toilet!
Sincerely,
The Water.org team
Water.org | 920 Main St., Kansas City, MO 64105 | PH: 816.877.8400 | Privacy Policy |
Unsubscribe
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Up and Coming Water Blessing Events
The Grandmothers from Quebec who brought
forth the 10th Nibi Wabo Water Ceremony.
They will stand in tradition on the Ice…
Please stand with them for prayers and
blessings for the Winter Waters on Feb. 2nd,
2011 In your area with your Circles to show that
you are supporting this Ancient Water Blessing
that came to them through the Grandmothers
Bring your Birch Bark Clappers!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Those who spoke before are speaking again in one voice. This is the time of power and transition.
This is the Time to gather as one Voice,
one Heart, one Mind.
Many compassionate hearts are already dedicating
intention, prayer, meditation, service,
mass, circle, dance, chant and song.
In harmony all can come together in

Let Us Stand Together….March 22nd 2011
The Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites

one universal Wave.

Waterblessings@msn.com

Feel thanks, touch the snow,
spread the blessings.

When we stand together in ceremony, the receptive crystals of water in the snow feel the gratitude
that we have for the Mountain. These feelings spread from the snow beneath our feet, down the
rolling slopes and under the trees all around the Mountain – a blanket of blessings. In the warm
sun of springtime, the snow crystals full of love become water flowing downhill, into the creeks,
into the rivers, into the ocean, rising and falling again as rain or snow, carrying our blessings to
all beings.
For the last two years we have done ceremonies on Mount Ashland, in Oregon. We will do this again in
April, 2010, at the ski area near the top of the mountain, in the quiet time after the close of the season.
We wish to encourage others to do the same kind of ceremony on mountains all around the world.

Different Cultures in Common Prayer for our Common
Ground ~ Mother Earth
DATE Sunday April 10, 2011
Oregon
An essential part of the ceremony is bringing together people from different backgrounds, reflecting the
diversity of the Earth, honoring natural harmony as a model for human harmony.
Many of us want to give more attention to the Earth these days. Whatever our spiritual tradition, or nonspiritual tradition, we recognize that our larger home needs attention.
Mountains, with their far-ranging views, are a good place to go for a sense of the whole Earth. And the
snow that covers them in the winter gives us a dramatic way to understand the water cycle that nourishes
planet, people, plants and animals alike.
When we touch the snow, we touch the water that, in the warm sun of springtime, will flow downhill, into
the creeks, into the rivers, into the ocean, upward to the sky, and down again, reaching all of life.
This is why we want to encourage folks to go up on mountains in the snow and express their positive
feelings – about mountains, snow, water, Earth, life in general, and each other.
Following traditions shared by many cultures, we call these feelings “blessings,” and call the events
"Blessing Mountains in the Snow." Like the Earth, they are open and free to all. And also like the Earth,
we hope that the people who come to offer blessings will be of many different traditions and beliefs. For
example, Native Americans of several Tribes, Catholics, Protestants, Jews, Buddhists, Zoroastrans,
Pagans, environmentalists and others have all offered blessings on Mount Ashland, the one mountain in
Oregon where these events have happened in the past two years.
No matter where we come from or what we believe, we all have some common problems to solve. Getting
together on mountains in the snow can help us to feel our unity, the enormity of the issues, and how we
can all reach out to help.
For more information

•
•

About this ceremony, see the pages of this website listed in the left hand column of this page.
And contact the founder of this ceremony, Robert Brothers, bobcat@post.harvard.edu
About the Takelma Indian Elder who graced us with her presence at the first two ceremonies,
Grandmother Agnes Baker Pilgrim, see www.agnesbakerpilgrim.org

MESSAGE FROM CHIEF GOLDEN EAGLE
January 11, 2100
(note: this message is from Chief Golden Eagle Standing Elk, not to be confused with Golden
Eagle Ceremonies)
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Chief Golden Eagle calls all Ikce Wicasa, medicine men-women, people of all
nations, all nations of black, red, yellow and white, all nations of color and heart, to
spend a moment on 1-11-11 at 11:11 am and 11:11 pm, to pray for the Nations of
Mother Earth to Wake Up!
The AIR is polluted, the bird nations have spoken with their lives. They have given
of themselves to remind humanity that our AIR is contaminated.
The WATER is polluted and the ones that swim have spoken with their lives. They
have also given of themselves to remind humanity that our WATER is
contaminated.
The FIRE has been abused by man. Atom has been split, atom bomb, hydrogen,
bomb, many others beyond the mind of heart.
The Earth is being shaken by the toys of man, yes mother earth smiles, but she also
can correct a child, just as two-legs correct their children.
Take heed people, karma follows every action, every word and every thought.
Karma follows all those that allow atrocities to fall out of the natural rhythm of the
Universal and Spiritual Laws of Creator, Universal Mother and of Creation. The
sisters, the children and Mother Earth may soon speak their message through the
word of the land.
Allow our hearts to be as ONENESS on 1-11-11, through this Law of Attraction, of
Light, Sound and Vibration we can and will succeed. Plant the seed of Peace, Love,
Respect, Harmony, Honor, Healing and Truth. EARTH, AIR, WIND, WATER.
The nations of peace have arrived, and as Patriots of Light, we must light their path
through our actions of love. Therefore, understand, O Peoples, that the Healing
Prayers and Powers are indeed flowing through your forms even now. And through
these prayers and powers - the Thirteen Rainbow Powers of the Sacred tree of Life you may send Love and Healing to all of your Relations in any time, in any place, in
any dimension of life.
The Creator does bestow the responsibility upon the Peoples again. For the TwoLegged is the steward and guardian of the Earth and is responsible for the
Kingdoms of Life to be in balance and in health. This is a health which transcends
your physical dimensions and dost reach unto the Stars: for every plant has its Star

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clan; every Stone has its Stellar home; every Animal is a consciousness from
Elsewhere; and every Two-Legged indeed is Starry born.
PRAY FOR THE WATER. PRAY FOR THE AIR. PRAY FOR THE FIRE. PRAY
FOR THE EARTH
STOP POISONING OUR WATER!
STOP POISONING OUR AIR!
STOP POISONING OUR FIRE!
STOP POISONING OUR EARTH!
Mitakuye Oyasin
Chief Golden Light Eagle

Message from the Great Council of the Grandmothers to
those who wish to be of service at this time:
grandmothersspeak.com
--"A Net of Light now Holds the Earth"
"We are calling you to service. Throughout the cosmos, within your bloodstream
and every particle of life on earth there is a great net, web, or grid of light. We
have spoken before of the Net of Light and have told you that it will hold the earth
steady during the times of change that are upon you. We are calling you now
because more are needed to activate this construct. The conditioning of your
culture has not taught you how to work in the way that is required now, so we will
explain.
"The Net of Light holds everything. Whether or not you are aware of it, everyone is
part of this Net. All. Forms of the Divine that have been worshiped throughout the
ages infuse it while the light within the Net infuses the breath in your body.
"Because it connects everything, whenever you focus on the Net of Light, you
activate its power, sending support to life everywhere. And because so many
today live in fear, feeling cut off from the Source, the Net of Light must be
activated. Most of you have felt a sense of isolation at one time in your life so you
know how miserable it feels. Such suffering, however, is unnecessary as the
thought of being alone in a hostile world is a great lie. Each of you is part of the
elemental fabric of being, part of the radiant Net of Light.
"When at last you open to the reality of the Net of Light, your every breath will
resonate with light. You will know the rightness of your existence. Furthermore,
because the Net of Light holds not only you, but all life, as you awaken to your
connection to the Source, everything on earth will begin to awaken.
"There is NO effort involved in 'working' with the Net of Light. You cannot make
this link with your ego, your personality, or by effort of any kind. 'Working' with
the Net is effortless. And because activating the Net of Light is so important, we
will teach you how to make this connection.

"You may begin by thinking of or imagining your connection to us, (the Great
Council of the Grandmothers), to Allah, Jesus, Buddha, or to any form of Love that
draws you. This form of Divinity will immediately touch your heart and link you to
the Net of Light. Or, you can go directly to the Net by thinking of it as a vast
fishing net that covers the earth.
"Take time to make this connection, and observe your response. Notice how you
feel. Then sit with your body open, palms cupped, and ask to receive from the
Source. This will be easy to do as this posture invites reception.
"Breathe in the goodness coming into you from the Net of Light and as you do, you
will automatically breathe out whatever prevents you from receiving it. This
goodness is your birthright and the physical pose you have taken will encourage
you to absorb it. Your body will not only teach you how to receive, it will also
record whatever takes place within you as you open to the Net. As you receive
from the Net of Light you will feel more and more at one with the Source and as
this happens, stress will simply leave.
"After you've sat for a while, ask the Divine to give you the qualities you
personally need. If you need courage, ask for it and as courage fills you, watch as
fear melts away. Take time to breathe in courage/breathe out fear until you feel
complete with the transfer of energy. Then move on to the next quality you want.
If you want strength, ask for it and weakness will waft away. If you want peace,
let yourself absorb peace and observe as worry fades. You are working with the
Source of all that is, so ask for what you want. And when you have done that, rest
in the Net of Light's embrace. Pay attention to how you feel. Relaxed? Warm?
Cool? You may sense the Net as a sparkling hammock or bed where you can rest
and absorb light.
"Because you are part of the whole, your link to the Net of Light is fundamental.
The Net of Light is beneath, around, above, and within you. It is the radiance of
your heart that empowers the Net of Light and the radiance of the Net of Light
that empowers your heart.
"Whenever you think of amplifying your union with the Net of Light you also
amplify its union with everything that lives. And because humans, animals, plants
and minerals are connected to the Net, this happens automatically. The Great
Holding of the Net cradles you and cradles everything.
"Because the 'work' of amplifying the Net of Light is so important, we ask you to
begin to do it now. We know we have given you a lot to comprehend today, but
this is just the beginning. We will give you more information soon. But for now,
simply rest in the Net and let it hold you and as light and love pour through you,
pay attention to how your body responds.
"As you open more fully to the love within the Net of Light, ask that all life also
open and receive it. Intention underlies everything. Therefore, whenever you think
the thought of unifying with the Great Love/the Great Net, your intention enables
others to do the same. Do it!
"By calling on the Net of Light you bless yourself and bless all beings.

"We, the Great Council of the Grandmothers, have come to call you to this work.
Greatness is now afoot and we invite you to play your part in the awakening of
this Greatness."
For more on working with the Net of Light, go to http://www.grandmothersspeak.com

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Grandmother Aggie Baker-Pilgram recovers from hip surgery…..Here is
her update… The Bear Clan and The Sisterhood of the Planetary Water
Rites helped with raising funds for her co-pay. Thank You for all of your
help so that we were able to do this….Grandmother Whitedeer

---------- Forwarded message ----------

Grandmother Aggie is Standing with the Dali Lama
Dear Friends of Grandma Aggie,
Good news! Grandmother Agnes sailed through hip surgery on Monday with
flying colors. And the fundraising campaign organized by Windsong and
Louise Rouse raised $858, enough to cover her hospital out-of-pocket costs
and more. THANK YOU SO MUCH!
Right now she is at Three Rivers Hospital in Grants Pass (500 SW Ramsey,
GP, 97527).
According to Louise, Grandma was happy and alert by Monday evening,
educating hospital staff about the Thirteen Grandmothers and chatting about
how she had talked to Grandfather before the surgery to ask for his
blessing, because "I have more work to do." On the physical plane, a
friendly hospital helper arranged for her to have salmon for dinner, which

she ate with great gusto. When I talked to her this morning, she had
been on a "long walk down the hall."
Plans are for her to move to Fairview Transitional Health Center any day
now (1710 NE Fairview, GP, 97526), and she will stay there for a number of
weeks in order to get daily rehab therapies. This is the same place she
went after her knee surgery a few years back, and the caregivers have
already contacted Aggie to say they look forward to seeing her again.
Spirit is definitely watching over.
In prayer,
Julie
Agnes Baker Pilgrim Fund
596 Helman, Ashland OR 97520
www.agnesbakerpilgrim.org
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Greetings Water Sisters and Brothers:
In closing this newsletter I want to say that I am so inspired by the new sisters
that have taken an interest in our beautiful community.
My heart is warmed for the people that have stepped forward with their
donations. This will open the doors for us to create more items representing The
Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites.
As we support each other, we support our cause. As we support are cause we
help our Earth Mother and all of her children and elements.
I look forward to a beautiful Water Blessing Ceremony on the 22nd of March. Let
me know when and where you will be holding your circles and/or ceremonies.
Many Blessings In All Ways, Grandmother Whitedeer

